Introduction and Summary:
For the purpose of analyzing the time and space requirements of computations, we introduce a new complexity measure. Rather than asking how many steps or how much tape is needed to accept a certain set of graphs, we examine the size of a formula in predicate calculus needed to describe the graph property in question. 337 between deterministic and nondeterministic space.
The resul t is Quantifier Rank
Thus we have a model whose lower bounds translate directly into lower bounds for space, and yet is sufficiently different to allow new methods and ideas to be brought to bear on the time versus space problem.
This paper grew out of work by Fagin (see [Fag7~] ).
He proved the following:
THEOREM (Fagin): A set, S, of structures is in NP if and only if there exists a formula, F, with the following properties:
1. F = (3P1)···(3Pk)H(P1,···,Pk) , where P 1 , ••• ,P k are predicates and H is a first order formula.
Any structure, G, is in S iff G satisfies F.
Thus a property is in NP just if it is expressible by a second order existential formula. (3-colorability of graphs is a good example of such a property.)
It is difficult to show lower bounds for the expressiblity of second order formulas. Instead we examine first order formulas which, we found, mimic computations much more closely. Considering graph problems, for example, the length of the shortest formula which says, "G is connected," grows as the logarithm of the size of G. It is not a coincidence that this is also the space needed by a Turing machine to test if G is connected.
To study this growth of formulas we intro-be defined in Sec tion 1. Informally, a set, S, of structures of type T is in QR[ T, f( n))] if membership in S for those structures of size n is expressible by a formula of "size" fen). By size we mean quantifier rank, the depth of nesting of quantifiers, (defined precisely in Section 0).
In the final section we make some concluding remarks concerning QR and its relationship to the time versus space problem. We feel that quantifier rank and the associated Ehrenfeucht games are an interesting new tool for studying space complexity.
As suggested above QR is closely related to language we would have shown that P is not con- A formula, F, in L(T) is given meaning by a structure, S, of type T as follows: The symbols from T are interpreted by the constants and relations in S. The quantifiers in F range over the elements of the universe of S.
For example, let A = (x)(x=d or (3Y)E(x,y)).
A is in L(T ). Furthermore, G satisfies A iff g each vertex of G except d G has an edge coming out of it. Henceforth we will omit the superscript G for the sake of readability.
The quantifier rank of formula F, (qr[F] ), is the depth of nesting of quani tifiers in F. Inductively,
The original
The intuitive similarity is that the If our proof went through for the full Thus we have a technique for showing lower bounds. For example we prove that while, for a graph of size n, quantifier rank log(n) suffices to express the property, "There is a path from point s to point d~" quantifier rank loge n) -2 is insufficient! time.
formulas of quantifier rank n.
In Po(a,b)
The number of elements in the universe of S is abbreviated lSI. For graphs IGl is the number of vertices of G.
Putting Fn=Plog(n)(s,d), we see that expresses the GAP problem for graphs of size n.
Furthermore, F n has quantifier rank log(n) and is
The quantifier measure.
[Sav70]), we can add universal quantifiers and reduce the length of F n to O(log(n»:
We are now ready to make our principal definiton. We say that a set, C, of structures iers.
The formula F has 2 n existential quantif- [Sav73]. Savitch shows that his pebble automata cannot accept GAP without Suc. However, Theorem 1 suggests that our formulas do not need Sue to express "natural" graph problems.
We will write, e.g., SPACE[T,f(n)] to denote the set of structures of type T accepted in
Section 2 a counterexample is provided.
The map f:n->F n is "easy to generate", i.e. 
Thus:
Player I chooses an element of G or Hand
Player II chooses a corresponding element from the other one. This is repeated n times. At move i, gi and hi' elements of G and H respectively, are chosen.
We sketch the proof of (a). The idea is that each element of the universe has a number from to n, and so may be treated as log(n) bits. Each variable requires loge n) bi ts and g( n) of them must be remembered at once. #
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We say that Player II wins if the map f which takes the constants from G to the constants from H, and maps gi to hi' is an isomorphism.
(Tha t is f preserves all of the symbols of T. A detailed proof of completeness is omitted; the idea is tha t AGAP is complete in a natural way for alternating log space, which is known to be equivalent to P-TIME. When (i) ,(ii), and (iii) are met we will have shown that in L( T ) quantifier rank k ag (log n) does not suffice to express the Al ternating Graph Accessibility Problem. Let X be the al terna ting graph pictured in Figure 4 . Then X has automorphisms f,g, and h, with the following properties:
vJe will say tha t a pair u, v, is "off" if u is true and v is false. If u is false and v is true then the pair is "on." Thus, X is a switch whose top pair is on just if exactly one of its bottom pairs is on. • Her strategy is to answer "off" whenever possible.
The lemma shows that she can never be forced to declare the nth row on in an n-move game.
We can now play the original m-move Ehrenfeucht game as follows (see any configuration in row r is generated by a configuration in row r+1 and by its complement.
proof: By induction on k. If k=1 then we must show that anyone point may be chosen in row r+1
Lemma~:
Suppose that row r of D k is entirely labelled. Then any 2 k -1 points on or below row r+k may be labelled in any self-consistent fashion and there will still be a labelling of the rest of the graph which generates row r. To alleviate this problem we can replace the switch X in the above construction with a switch with n points. Thus to rember its orientation requires n bits rather than one. As above we can build graphs G m ' and H m ' which are m-equivalent without successor. We conjecture that even with Suc they are indistinguishable.
SECTION~:
Conclusions.
We have shown that quantifier rank is another measure of space complexity. Thus Ehrenfeucht games seem a likely tool for demonstrating lower bounds for space.
From Lemma 7d it follows that Player II wins Fin2.l1y, \-le expec t furtber research in at least the following directions:
1.
\lIe have seen tha.t adding "Sue" 21lov18 fornulas to count 2 bunch of identical points, and to keep track of the parity of binary switches.
However, Theor'en: 1 suggests that "Sue" is not needed to express natural graph probleQs.
Characterize those graph problems in NSPACE[ log n] which are also in QR[TG,O(log n)].
